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For Council

January 16, 2017
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To:
From:

City Manager
General Manager Planning and Development

Subject:

Metro Vancouver 2016 Regional Food System Action Plan

For:

Council

Recommendation:
That Council:
1.
Endorse in principle the Metro Vancouver Regional Food System Action Plan,
with the understanding that Coquitlam will not be assigning a designated
staff person to coordinate implementation of the Action Plan; and
2.
Direct staff to send a letter containing Council feedback on the Regional
Food Systems Action Plan, and attach this report of the General Manager of
Planning and Development dated January 16, 2017 and entitled "Metro
Vancouver 2016 Regional Food Systems Action Plan" to Metro Vancouver,
as Coquitlam's response to Metro's request for endorsement of the
Regional Food System Action Plan.
Report Purpose:
This report provides commentary and recommendations on the Metro Vancouver
2016 Regional Food System Action Plan {'Action Plan') which has been sent to
member municipalities for endorsement
Strategic Goal:
This report supports the strategic goal of Enhance Sustainability of City Services
and Infrastructure.
Background:
In April 2016 the Metro Vancouver Board passed a resolution endorsing the 2016
Regional Food Systems Action Plan, along with another related resolution
o concerning member municipalities'implementation of the Action Plan (see
Attachment 1):
d) Convey the Action Plan to member municipalities to:
i. Endorse the 2016 Action Plan as a collaborative approach through which
local governments can jointly advance a sustainable, resilient and healthy
regional food system;
//. Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan offood system actions
already plannedfor implementation by themunicipality;
Hi. Direct staff to explore applicable new collaborative actions identified in the
Action Plan;
iv. Assign a designated staff person to coordinate municipal participation jj
the implementation of the Action Plan.
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Background cont'd/
The Action Plan (Attachment 2) is the implementation plan for the non-statutory
Metro Vancouver Regional Food Systems Strategy (RFSS) which was approved by
the Metro Board in February, 2011. For this strategy see;
www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/agriculture
The Metro Vancouver RFSS is composed of five high-level goals supported by 18
strategies to achieve these goals. The Action Plan then identifies 160 actions that
local governments can undertake in the next 3-5 years to advance
implementation of the RFSS.
The five high-level goals of the RFSS which the Action Plan is intended to support
are:
• Goal 1: Increased Capacity to Produce Food Close to Home
• Goal 2: Improve the Financial Viability of the Food Sector
• Goal 3: People Making Healthy and Sustainable Food Choices
• Goal 4: Everyone has Access to Healthy, Culturally Diverse and Affordable Food
Goal 5: A Food System Consistent with Ecological Health.
Staff previously reviewed a draft of the Action Plan in January 2016 and
forwarded staff comments to Metro Vancouver. Upon receipt of the endorsed
Action Plan, staff compared the 2015 draft Action Plan with the final Metro
Vancouver-endorsed 2016 Action Plan.
The remainder of this report contains a high-level analysis of the Metro
Vancouver-endorsed Action Plan in relation to Coquitlam's context, and provides
recommended actions regarding Metro Vancouver's request for member
municipality endorsement and the use of staff resources to implement the plan.
Discussion/Analysis:
At a high level the Action Plan represents a commendable approach to advancing
a more sustainable food system and Coquitlam is continually seeking to work
with other agencies and levels of government that have a mandate to strengthen
the regional food system. Despite only having 1.3% of Metro Vancouver's
Agriculture Land Reserve lands, and very little food production, the City does play
a large role in supporting the regional food system. The City, along with partner
agencies, is undertaking a variety of actions which support the goals of the RFSS
and Action Plan, including;
• Maintaining and growing an industrial land base that can accommodate a
variety of foodstuff warehousing and logistics, and food/beverage processing
that is located within easy access of major regional transportation corridors;
• Providing food system education and programming at the Inspiration Garden;
• Supporting composting through our residential Green Cart program and
composting at all City facilities;
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• New policies and regulations support local beverage manufacturing,
warehousing, and logistics, including craft brewing and distilling;
• Infrastructure projects, such as transportation, flood control, and drainage
that also work to maintain and improve productive agricultural land;
• Maintenance and improvement of salmon and other fish habitat (within the
City's mandate);
• Distributing heirloom seeds for edible plants via Coquitlam's Heirloom Seed
Collection program;
• Official Community Plan policies that support the protection of agriculture;
• Economic development efforts to attract food and beverage processing
production.
Staff Recommendation:
Based on the above review, staff recommends that Council endorse-in-principle
the Metro Vancouver Regional Food System Action Plan, as a high-level regional
reference document.
However, noting that Coquitlam has a number of initiatives under way that align
with the Action Plan, as well as the need to focus on the City's business plan
c priorities, staff recommend that no dedicated staff member be assigned to
coordinate the City's participation in the implementation of the Action Plan.
Next Steps:
Staff will monitor the endorsement of the Action Plan by other municipalities and
provide updates to Council as necessary.
Financial Implications:
Endorsement of the Action Plan in principle, with no specific staff assigned to
implement, has no directfinancial implications.
Conclusion:
The Metro Vancouver Regional Food System Action Plan identifies actions that
local municipalities can take to help create a more sustainable, resilient and
healthy regional food system.
This Action Plan aligns with a number of activities and initiative already under
way in Coquitlam. Based on this, and noting other high-priority business-plan
items that require attention, staff recommends that Council endorse-in-principle
the Metro Vancouver 2016 Regional Food System Action Plan with the
understanding that Coquitlam will not be assigning a designated staff person to
coordinate implementation of the Action Plan.

. /A
J. L. Mclntyr e, MClP, RPP
LV/lmc
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Attachments:
1. Letter dated June 2, 2016 from the Metro Vancouver Board to Mayor and
Council regarding the Regional Food Systems Action Plan (Doc #2323246.vl)
2. Metro Vancouver Regional Food Systems Action Plan, adopted April 29, 2016
(Doc #2477489)
3. Letter dated January 14, 2016 from Coquitlam General Manager of Planning
and Development to Metro Vancouver regarding Draft Regional Food System
Action Plan (Doc #2170343.vl)
4. Map of the City's Agricultural Areas (Doc #2477486)
This report was prepared by Leifka Vissers, Community Planner and reviewed by
Carl Johannsen, Manager of Community Planning.
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION

ATTACHMENT 1

Office of the Chair
Tei. 604 432-6215 Fax 604 451-6614

File: CR-12-01

JUND 2 20I6

Ref: RD2016Apr29

Mayor Richard Stewart and Council
City of Coquitlam
3000 Guildford Way
Coquitlam, BC V3B7N2
VIA EMAIL: rstewart@coqultlam.ca
Dear Mayor Stewart and Council:
Re:

2016 Regional Food System Action Plan

At its April 29,2016 regular meeting, the Board of Directors of the Greater Vancouver Regional District
('Metro Vancouver') adopted the following resolution:
That the GVRD Board:
a) Endorse the 2016 Regional Food System Action Plan as a collaborative
approach through which local governments can jointly advance a sustainable,
resilient and healthy regional food system;
b) Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan of food system actions
already planned for implementation by Metro Vancouver;
c) Direct staff to explore eighteen new collaborative actions identified in the
Action Plan; and
d) Convey the Action Plan to member municipalities to: .
i. Endorse the 2016 Action Plan as a collaborative approach through which
locaf governments can jointly advance a sustainable, resilient and healthy
regional food system;
ii. Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan of food system
actions already planned for implementation by the municipality;
iii. Direct staff to explore applicable new collaborative actions identified in
the Action Plan; and
iv. Assign a designated staff person to coordinate municipal participation in
the implementation of the Action Plan.

.

In 2011, the Metro Vancouver Board adopted the Regional Food System Strategy and directed staff
to prepare an Action Plan as a means of implementing the strategy. The fleg/ono/food System Act/on
Plan (Action Plan) is the culmination of work initiated by Metro Vancouver in 2014 and completed in
collaboration with a local government staff task force.
The Action Plan consolidates 160 actions that local governments plan to undertake over the next
three to five years to advance achievement of a sustainable and resilient regional food system.
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It also identifies 18 new, collaborative actions for local governments to work together on and to
expand innovative practices across the region.
The Action Plan is intended as a "living resource" that is flexible and adaptable; it will be updated as
local governments complete new actions, or choose to include additional planned actions that were
not initially identified. Local government support and endorsement of the Action Plan will not only
enable annual reporting of progress updates, but will also ensure local governments have the capacity
to contribute to the ongoing implementation in a manner that best reflects-their interests and
capacity.
Please contact Heather McNeil, Division Manager, Growth Management, with any questions
regarding the Action Plan at heather.mcnell(2)metrovancouver.org.
Thank you for your ongoing efforts to advance our region towards a healthy and sustainable food
system.
Yours truly.

Greg Moore
Chair, Metro Vancouver Board
GM/EC/HM/jm

cc: Regional Planning Advisory Committee Municipal Members
Regional Food System Action Plan Task Force Members
Attachments:
1. 2015 Regional Food System Action Plan report dated March 17, 2016 (Doc ft 17529838}
2. Regional Food System Action Plan fDoc#i79577isj
18084509
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To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Jaspal Marwah, Regional Planner Planning, Policy and Environment Department

Date:

March 17,2016

Subject:

2016 Regional Food System Action Plan

Meeting Date: April 15,2016

RECOMMENDATION
That the GVRD Board:
a) Endorse the 2016 Regional Food System Action Plan as a collaborative approach through which
local governments can jointly advance a sustainable, resilient and healthy regional food system;
b) Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan of food system actions already planned for
implementation by Metro Vancouver;
c) Direct staff to explore eighteen new collaborative actions identified in the Action Plan; and
d) Convey the Action Plan to member municipalities to:
i. Endorse the 2016 Action Plan as a collaborative approach through which local
governments can jointly advance a sustainable, resilient and healthy regional food system;
ii. Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan of food system actions already
planned for implementation by the municipality;
iii. Direct staff to explore applicable new collaborative actions identified in the Action Plan;
and
iv. Assign a designated staff person to coordinate municipal participation in the
implementation of the Action Plan.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide the GVRD Board with the opportunity to consider the 2016
Regional Food System Strategy Action Plan (Action Plan) and to convey the Action Plan to member
municipalities for similar endorsement.
BACKGROUND
On February 25, 2011, the GVRD Board adopted the Regional Food System Strategy, circulated it to
member municipalities, the provincial and federal governments and their agencies, and directed
staff to:
prepare an Action Plan to implement the Regional Food System Strategy, including the
formation of a Steering Committee made up of implementation partners: from
government agencies, the food sectors, and community organizations.
As a result, staff convened a series of roundtables in late 2013 and 2014 to engage stakeholders in
identifying opportunities and priorities for a Regional Food System Action Plan. In January 2015, the
Regional Planning Advisory Committee struck a municipal staff Task Force to work with Metro
Vancouver staff in preparing a Regional Food System Action Plan, focused on local government
actions over the near term.
17529838

At its November 27, 2015 meeting, the GVRD Board received the draft Action Plan for information
and directed staff to:
convey the draft Fiegional Food System Action Plan to member municipalities for review
' and comment.
Staff received many comments on the draft Action Plan from municipalities and external
stakeholders. This report summarizes those comments, identifies how the draft Action Plan has
been updated to reflect that input, and provides the GVRD Board with the opportunity to endorse
the Action Plan, and to convey it to member municipalities requesting similar endorsement from
them.
THE REGIONAL FOOD SYSTEM ACTION PLAN
The Regional Food System Strategy (RFSS), adopted by the GVRD Board in 2011, highlights the
multi-jurisdictional nature of the food and agriculture system, and identifies a range of high level
actions through which to support a sustainable, resilient and healthy regional food system. The
intent of the Action Plan is to consolidate planned local government efforts that advance the ,
implementation of the RFSS, and collaborative efforts to advance a sustainable and resilient
regional food system. The Action Plan highlights actions that local governments have identified and
are planning to pursue in the next three to five years. It also identifies a number of 'new'
collaborative actions for local governments to undertake (Attachment 1).
The Action Plan is structured according to the Regional Food System Strategy goals and strategies.
Each section describes the local government role, provides examples of completed activities,
summarizes planned actions identified by local governments, identifies gaps and proposes new
collaborative actions. In addition, a number of emerging issues not identified in the RFSS emerged,
issues that have become more pertinent to local governments since 2011.
•

.

"

V

Local governments identified 160 'planned' actions. These 'planned' actions constitute those that
have already been reviewed and endorsed by municipal Councils or the GVRD Board. The Action
Plan serves to both provide a common framework through which to consolidate and communicate
these planned actions, and to illustrate the significant amount of time, effort and work already
underway across the region to advance a sustainable and resilient food system. Jhe Action Plan also
acknowledges the significant and crucial role that civil society groups and others play in heading up
actions on the ground, bringing key food system issues to the attention of local government and
leading efforts on the front lines of social and community needs.
Communities identified actions they are already taking to protect, and advocate for the protection
of, agricultural land, support direct marketing, align policies to food system goals, enable food
access for vulnerable groups, and encourage urban agriculture. As these areas of focused action
were identified, it became clear that the region would benefit from more local government actions
to improve access to farmland for food production, support new farmers, facilitate local food
processing capacity, increase awareness of local food, promote food recovery, and prepare for
impacts of climate change.
By strategically assessing those gaps, and looking for collaborative opportunities, 18 new
collaborative actions for local government are included in the Action Plan. Throughout the
development of the plan, participants identified that undertaking some initiatives together, as a

federation, is an incredibly effective way to advance the implementation of the RFSS. It is
recognized that success is reliant on the complementary relationships that allow each community
to build on its own strengths and unique circumstances to address food issues, but also to work
together on cross-cutting actions. The Action Plan reflects input from almost all local governments
across the region.
Consultation on the Action Plan
Throughout 2015, the RPAC Task Force struck to develop the Action Plan met four times and
provided invaluable content and review on the draft Action Plan. RPAC and Metro Vancouver's
Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) provided comment on plan development and the draft plan
itself.
In November 2015, the draft Action Plan was presented to the Regional Planning Committee and
the GVRD Board for review and comment and to convey it to member municipalities for comment.
Metro Vancouver received feedback on the draft Action Plan from 15 member municipalities;
Anmore, Burnaby, Coquitlam, City of North Vancouver, District of North Vancouver, Maple Ridge,
New Westminster, Pitt Meadows, Port Coquitlam, Port Moody, Richmond, Surrey, VVest Vancouver,
White Rock and Vancouver. ,
The draft Action Plan was also sent to a number of other external public sector and civil society
organizations for review and comment, and comments were received from the Greater Vancouver
Food Systems/Security Funders and Policy Table, Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Langley
Environmental Protection Society, Provincial Health Authorities, the Sustainable Food Alliance of
BC, Vancouver Coastal Health, Fraser Health, Young Agrarians BC, EcoUrbia Network and the
Vancouver Food Policy Council.
Summary of Feedback
Municipal feedback have been received through a variety of formats including via staff comments,
municipal AAC comments, staff reports to Council and Council resolutions. While the majority of
comments focused on clarifying language and actions relevant to the specific municipality, there
were a number of editorial comments and requests for greater clarity on terminology and front end
content. External stakeholders provided broad feedback, seeking greater consideration of the
critical role of civil society" groups in advancing work on the ground, more explicit inclusion of a
health lens, and desire for greater clarity on food sector challenges, social / cultural / economic
equity, and the scope of the actions identified in the Action Plan.
Revisions to the Action Plan
The Action Plan has been, revised in consideration of the feedback to clarify specific local
government actions, and to:
•
•
•
•

Define, clarify, and use consistent terminology;
Highlight the value of contributions from civil society groups, and the importance of local
government partnerships with such groups and health agencies;
Stronger expression of the value of actively supporting the respective roles of urban and
agricultural communities that underpin the regional food system;
Remove the proposed 'Monitoring' section and replace it with a section on Implementation
of the Action Plan; and

•

More effectively communicate the emerging issue of strengthening local government
capacity and collaboration with civil society groups to advance agri-food issues.

Endorsement of the Action Plan
The Action Plan identifies both 'planned' actions for specific local governments; those which have
already been reviewed and approved by decision makers, and a number of 'new' collaborative
initiatives that have not yet been considered by municipal Councils or the GVRD Board.
As a result, and after consultation with member municipalities, staff are requesting that the Action
Plan be endorsed as a whole, that actions that have been already considered by decision makers be
reaffirmed, and that 'new' actions specific to or applicable to a local government be considered or
explored for future implementation. As the convenor and developer of the Action Plan, Metro
Vancouver is being requested to endorse the regional Action Plan first, and then to convey it to
member municipalities for similar endorsement. This approach follows similar processes with past
projects involving Metro Vancouver and member municipalities jointly endorsing a plan that
contains actions that are specific to particular participants.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the GVRD Board:
a) Endorse the 2016 Regional Food System Action Plan as a collaborative approach through
which local governments can jointly advance a sustainable, resilient and healthy regional
food system;
b) Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan of food system actions already planned
for implementation by Metro Vancouver;
c) Direct staff to explore eighteen new collaborative actions identified in the Action Plan; and
d) Convey the Action Plan to member municipalities to:
i. Endorse the 2016 Action Plan as a collaborative approach through which local
governments can jointly advance a sustainable, resilient and healthy regional food
system;
ii. Acknowledge the consolidation into the Action Plan of food system actions already
planned for implementation by the municipality;
iii. Direct staff to explore applicable new collaborative actions identified in the Action
Plan; and
iv. Assign a designated staff person to coordinate municipal participation in the
implementation of the Action Plan.
2. That the GVRD Board receive for information the report dated March 17, 2016, titled, "2016
Regional Food System Action Plan", and provide alternate direction to staff.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no immediate financial implications associated with this report. While there may be
future financial implications if staff are directed to explore the eighteen new collaborative actions
identified in the Action Plan, part of the process will involve consideration of what anticipated costs
might be. They will then be considered as part of future Metro Vancouver budget processes.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
When the GVRD Board adopted the Regional Food System Strategy in 2011, it directed staff to
prepare a Regional Food System Action Plan to implement it. Over the past year, staff has been
working with a Regional Planning Advisory Committee Task Force to develop an Action Plan. At its

November 11, 2015 meeting, the GVRD Board received a draft of the Action Plan, and conveyed it
to member municipalities for review and comment. The Action Plan identifies both 'planned'
actions for specific local governments; those which have already been reviewed and approved by
decision makers, and a number of 'new' collaborative initiatives that have not yet been considered
by municipal Councils or the GVRD Board.
Feedback on the Action Plan is summarized in this report, and the Action Plan has been revised as a
result of this input. Staff recommends Alternative 1.
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THE REGIONAL FOOD SYSTEM STRATEGY
The Regional Food System Strategy (RFSS) was adopted by Metro Vancouver in 2011, with a vision to create, "a sustainable,
resilient and healthy food system that will contribute to the well-being of all residents and the economic prosperity of the region
while conserving our ecological legacy." This food system approach illustrates the multiple ways food reaches our plates and
the linkages among agencies, the private sector and communities working on food issues. The RFSS contains five goals and
twenty-one strategies (see below) that highlight opportunities for all levels of government, the private sector, and civil society
to advance actions that support the vision and public benefits derived from the regional food system.

THE REGIONAL FOOD SYSTEM STRATEGY FRAMEWORK
Goals

Strategies

Goal 1;
Increased Capacity to
Produce Food Close
to Home

1.1 Protect agricultural land for food production
1.2 Restore fish habitat and protect sustainable sources of seafood
1.3 Enable expansion of agricultural production
1.4 Invest in a new generation of food producers
1.5 Expand commercial food production in urban areas

Goal 2:
Improve the Financial
Viability of the Food
Sector

2.1 Increase capacity to process, warehouse and distribute local foods
2.2 Include local foods in the purchasing policies of large public institutions
2.3 Increase direct marketing opportunities for local foods
2.4 Further develop value chains within the food sector
2.5 Review government policies and programs to ensure they enable the expansion of the local food sector

Goal 3:
People Make Healthy
and Sustainable
Food Choices

3.1 Enable residents to make healthy food choices
3.2 Communicate how food choices support sustainability
3.3 Enhance food literacy and skills in school
3.4 Celebrate the taste of local foods and the diversity of cuisines

Goal 4:
Everyone has Access
to Healthy, Culturally
Diverse and Affordable
Food

Goal 5:
A Food System
Consistent with
Ecological Health

4.1 Improve access to nutritious food among vulnerable groups
4.2 Encourage urban agriculture
4.3 Enable non-profit organizations to recover nutritious food
5.1 Protect and enhance ecosystem goods and services
5.2 Reduce waste in the food system
5.3 Facilitate adoption of environmentally sustainable practices
5.4 Prepare for the impacts of climate change

When the GVRD Board adopted the RFSS in 2011, they requested an accompanying Implementation plan.
This Regional Food System Action Plan fulfills the GVRD Board directive.

Regional Food System Action Plan

THE REGIONAL FOOD
SYSTEM ACTION PLAN
While the broad framework of the RFSS considers the role
of stakeholders across the entire food system, the Regional
Food System Action Plan (Action Plan) adopts a narrower
focus on actions that local governments are planning
to undertake in the next 3-5 years that will concretely
advance implementation of the RFSS. It also identifies a
number of new strategic and collaborative actions that local
governments can undertake together to advance efforts
toward a resilient and sustainable food system in Metro
Vancouver. The Action Plan is set within the context of
the dedicated, progressive and innovative work already
accomplished or underway by local governments, civil
society groups and other food system stakeholders.
In addition, this Action Plan is intended as a reference
guide for local governments to learn from each other's
respective actions and experiences.
Staff from local governments identified the actions in the
Action Plan, including the new collaborative initiatives being
proposed to respond to gaps and emerging directions. The
Action Plan:
•

Demonstrates the local government role through
ongoing and planned actions;

•

Identifies areas of the RFSS where more local
government efforts are desirable;

•

Recommends opportunities for collaborative
local government action;

•

Highlights actions that could be expanded across
the region; and

•

Provides a resource to learn from each other and
signals where new partnerships can be pursued to
address food system issues.

Ongoing engagement with stakeholders has
resulted in an Action Plan that highlights:
•

160 existing actions planned by local governments to
advance RFSS implementation;

•

18 new collaborative local government actions;

•

Where local governments are most active in the food
system, which is in: protecting agricultural land,
supporting direct marketing, aligning policies to food
system goals, supporting vulnerable populations' access
to nutritious food, and encouraging urban agriculture;

•

Areas where local governments are less engaged,
including: using farmland for food production ,
supporting new farmers, facilitating local food
processing capacity, increasing awareness of local food,
promoting food recovery, and preparing for impacts of
climate change;

•

Emerging issues that have become more pertinent
since the RFSS was adopted in 2011 and that require
local government attention, including: food emergency
planning; linking poverty, food & health issues; and
building local government capacity to work with civil
society groups; and

•

A collaborative approach to implementation that ensures
ongoing coordination among local governments.

f Why an Action Plan?
The Action Plan is focused on the actions that local
governments are planning to undertake in the next 3-5
years that will concretely advance the region towards a
sustainable food system.
By consolidating planned local government activity, the
Action Plan achieves more than the sum of its parts, by:

The Action Plan was developed by Metro Vancouver, member

•

municipalities, the Tsawwassen First Nation and the BC
Ministry of Agriculture. Input was also provided by regional
and municipal Agricultural Advisory Committees, external

Enabling knowledge transfer among local
governments

•

stakeholders and a series of three Roundtable events hosted
by Metro Vancouver in 2013 and 2014.

Providing an opportunity to expand best practices
across the region

•

Identifying opportunities to collaboratively address
persistent and cross-jurisdictional regional food
system issues

^

